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WHAT’S YOUR NUMBER?

There are special numbers that we always look forward to.
We picked them. We own them. We love them. We play them.
They’re our Daily 3&4 numbers.
Try your luck on Michigan Lottery Daily 3&4 games. Daily 3 wagers are 50¢ and $1, and you can
win up to $500; a $1 wager for Daily 4 has a top prize of $5,000. Drawings are twice a day, seven
days a week at 12:59 pm and 7:29 pm. So, visit your favorite Lottery retailer and play Daily 3&4.

Odds of winning: Daily 3: Straight: 1 in 1,000; 3-Way Box: 1 in 333; 6-Way Box: 1 in 167; 1-Off Straight: 1 in 1,000; 1-Off One Digit: 1 in 167. Daily 4: Straight: 1 in 10,000; 4-Way Box: 1 in 2,500; 6-Way Box: 1 in 1,666;
12-Way Box: 1 in 833; 24-Way Box: 1 in 416; 1-Off Straight: 1 in 10,000; 1-Off One Digit: 1 in 1,250. Knowing your limits is always the best bet. Call the Michigan Problem Gambling Helpline for confidential help at 1-800-270-7117.
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UNITY MAGAZINE was founded in 2005 on the principle that all people
of All Nationalities and Cultures deserve to be educated about Health,
Business, Finance, Politics, Real Estate and Religion. Our founders have
a vision of contributing to our Community.
Unity Magazine, L.L.C. publishes Unity Magazine 6 times a year. The
registered publisher is Patricia E. Mathis. This publication is guided by
the constitutional principle of free press and is open to contributions from
any one regardless of nationality, gender or religion.
We encourage submission of contributions, but such material must be
accompanied by a self-addressed stamped envelope, if you wish the
material returned. All rights reserved. The editors reserve the right
to reject submissions at their sole discretion. Reproduction of this
publication in whole or in part without the written permission of Unity
Magazine, L.L.C. is prohibited.
Advertisements are accepted and published on the representation that
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contents and subject matter thereof, and that the advertisers are not
acting in violation of any laws or regulations pertaining to the contents of
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and reserves the right to reject any advertisement for any reason. This
publication does not offer lottery tickets for sale. This publication is not
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Unity Magazine reaches thousands of readers including Black Americans
and other ethnic groups In Michigan. Our mission is to provide the
community with opportunities to obtain a proper education that does not
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COVER STORY

GET TO KNOW SECRETARY OF EDUCATION

BETSY DEVOS

G

reetings. My name is Walter L.
Mathis Sr. and I have been in
Grand Rapids for 74 years. I
have attended Franklin and South
High; both which are public schools.
As I look back, I didn’t get the best
education while in those schools. My
grandson just graduated from high
schools and had a hard time with
basic reading and writing skills. It has
been said that if you “Keep doing the
same things over and over the same
way and expect different results, that’s
insanity.”
Betsy DeVos have been confirmed as
our new Secretary of Education. Why
not give her a chance to see if she can
improve our failing schools that are
found in most every inner city school
in Michigan. I whole-heartily support
her, and I ask that all the people in
Michigan, especially Black Americans,
to do the same. What have you got to
lose?
POLICY

Betsy’s political involvement has spanned
more than 35 years, beginning with her
time as a volunteer for President Gerald
R. Ford in 1976. Her political service
has included numerous Republican
leadership roles with campaigns, party
organizations and political action
committees—many with a focus on
education choice and reform.
Betsy was elected chairman of the
Michigan Republican Party four
times (1996–2005) and served on
the Republican National Committee
(1992–1998).
4

Betsy’s political service has included
numerous Republican leadership roles.

PHILANTHROPY
Betsy and her husband founded
the Dick and Betsy DeVos Family
Foundation in 1989 as a means of
giving back. The foundation focuses on
causes that fit within the following five
categories: community, education, arts,
justice, and leadership.
Over the years, the foundation has
supported the American Federation
for Children, ArtPrize, Helen DeVos
Children’s Hospital Pediatric Oncology
Program, the West Michigan Aviation
Academy, and more.

THE ARTS
With her lifelong interest in art and
design, Betsy was nominated by former
President George W. Bush to serve on
UNITY MAGAZINE
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the Board of Trustees for the John F.
Kennedy Center for the Performing
Arts. She and Dick later funded the
DeVos Institute of Arts Management
at the University of Maryland. The
Institute focuses on the business side
of art—training, supporting and
empowering arts managers and their
boards on an international scale.
Additionally, she served on the board
for ArtPrize, a 19-day, Grand Rapidsbased international art competition
founded by her son, Rick DeVos.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
In 1989, Betsy and her husband Dick
started the Windquest Group, where
she previously served as Chairman. The
Windquest Group invests in a family
of companies that provide innovative
solutions, services, and products that
make the world better. 

Q&A

What are five things we might
not know about you?
I’m a grandmother! My husband
(Dick) and I have four children and five
grandchildren.
I was born and raised in Michigan.
Born in Holland, Micigan. I’ve been a
lifelong resident of Michigan.

I’m an advocate for children. I’ve
been involved with education issues for
28 years. I’ve been on the front lines
fighting to make education better for all
children.
I’m an activist. I’m a total outsider to
elective office and government, but I’m
no stranger to the political process. A
citizen volunteer, I have served in local,
state, and national offices.
I’m an entrepreneur. I have started new
and innovative companies that help
make our community better.

There’s been a lot of talk
about Common Core. Can you
provide some straight talk on
this topic?
Certainly. I am not a supporter—
period.
I do support high standards, strong
accountability, and local control.
When Governors such as John Engler,
Mike Huckabee, and Mike Pence were
UNITY MAGAZINE
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driving the conversation on voluntary
high standards driven by local voices, it
all made sense.
Have organizations that I have been
a part of supported Common Core?
Of course. But that’s not my position.
Sometimes it’s not just students who
need to do their homework.
However, along the way, it got turned
into a federalized boondoggle.
Above all, I believe every child, no
matter their zip code or their parents’
jobs, deserves access to a quality
education.

What are your thoughts
regarding specific education
policies?
I am very excited to get to work and
to talk about my thoughts and ideas
on making American education great
again. The status quo is not acceptable.
I am committed to transforming our
education system into the best in the
world.
5

RELIGION

WHY SHOULD YOU PRAY EACH
AND EVERYDAY
BY MICHAEL JANAMIAN

I

t would be impossible to provide a
list of religions and spiritual
traditions around the world. While
we all know the most popular religions
such as Judaism and Christianity, there
are hundreds (if not thousands) of other
practices that can be called “religions” or
spiritual experiences and traditions.
Though most religions are seen as equal
parts cultural and belief systems, they all
have different ways of expressing them.
One of the most common features of
them all is that there are organized
gatherings and behavior that could be
summed up in the word “prayer”.
However, prayer is never standard,
typical, or done in the same ways. For
some, prayer is done in a building, at
home, and with prayer groups. For
others, prayer is done as a form of
meditation. The list of “ways” that
people pray could go on and on, but the
one thing that most will agree upon is
that there is power in prayer.

The Powers of Prayer
An article in Time Magazine looked at
the ways that distance healing occurred
when groups prayed for those who were
ill. Some astonishing things happened.
This story is certainly something to
consider, but there is also another way
to view the power of prayer.
When people pray, they can be asking
a higher power for assistance. They
might also be seeking some sort of
enlightenment or guidance. Generally,
it is a form of communication that is
expressing either a need or gratitude.
6

And it is this latter expression that many
point to as one of the strongest powers
in prayer.

The Gratitude Study
In 2013, a study was released that
demonstrated that the happiest people
in the world are those who are grateful.
Simply feeling gratitude towards others
or just in general was shown to boost
the level of happiness that test subjects
experienced.
UNITY MAGAZINE
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This tells us that when we are looking
for ways to improve our state of mind
and to boost our well being, it can be as
simple as feeling gratitude. For instance,
one woman lived her life according to
one very firm principle, and it was to
seek something to feel grateful for each
day of her life. She wrote down what it
was and said the words “thank you” out
loud whenever that moment came.
She noted that it made her feel very
open to others and had really helped her
through some very bad times in her life.

Was this a form of prayer? According to
many of the definitions of prayer, it does
qualify. However, there is not necessarily
a need to pray in a way that meets
formal definitions of the term. Instead,
what is more important is to experience
that sense of spiritual outreach and
communication, which many think of
as letting go. Forgiveness, as an example,
is similar to prayer because it involves a
letting go and an outreach.
If you are looking to free the mind,
improve your sense of well being, and
lead a more vital life, consider how you
might add prayer of some kind to your
day. 
HTTP://EZINEARTICLES.COM/EXPERT/MICHAEL_
JANAMIAN/1784000

Winning Spirit of Leadership
Every morning in Africa a gazelle wakes up. It knows it must run faster than the fastest
lion or it will be killed. Every morning a lion wakes up. It knows it must run faster than
the slowest gazelle or it will starve to death. It doesn’t matter whether you are a lion or
a gazelle; when the sun comes up, you’d better be running.

Passion.

It starts with an education focused
entirely on your growth — as a
thinker, a problem-solver, and as a
person. By the time you graduate,
you will have knowledge, confidence,
and a clear path moving forward.
More importantly, you’ll be part of a
community that’s prepared to give,
to create, to make a difference. That’s
the Laker Effect. And we can’t wait
for you to become part of it.

gvsu.edu
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Local First means people first – all people. We are strongly committed
to the values of diversity, inclusion and equity as we recognize that
such values strengthen our work for an economy grounded in local
ownership that meets the basic needs of people, builds local wealth and
social capital, functions in harmony with our ecosystem, and
encourages joyful community. We do this work in partnership with
nearly 900 locally-owned businesses, community organizations, and
individuals.
We know that our small daily choices make a difference. Where we buy
our coffee, do our banking, or go out to dinner ultimately has an
impact on the health and vibrancy of our community. It affects our
ability to attract and retain a talented workforce. It affects our natural
resources. And it affects whether or not our friends and neighbors have
jobs.
You can support your neighbors by supporting businesses owned within
your community. For a list of options, visit
localfirst.com/discover or pick up our "Guide to Local Living."

UNITY MAGAZINE
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HEALTH

FACTS ON AUTISM
BY KEEGAN DIX

W

hether you have a child with
autism, know a friend or family
member with autism or are
concerned your child might have autism,
we are here to offer the information you
need to learn more. Autism affects 1 in
every 88 children which means you are
not alone.

What is Autism?
Autism is a complex developmental
disability that affects a person’s social and
communication skills. Autism is a broad
spectrum disorder which means that no
two patients will have the exact same
symptoms. The severity of symptoms
will vary from person to person allowing
some to function relatively “normally”
and others to require care givers for their
entire lives. Autism Spectrum Disorder
(ASD) is any developmental disabilities
that have been caused by a brain
abnormality that also affects a person’s
social and communication skills. Parents
with autistic children or children with
ASD face many different challenges due
to the unusual signs of autism and ASD.

Signs of Autism
The earlier you can identify signs of
autism the better it will be for your child.
Knowing the normal developmental
milestones your child is expected to make
in their 24 months of life will help you
identify the absence of them. If these
milestones are not met you should be
certain to mention it to your doctor
at your baby’s check ups. If the signs
of autism are not caught early on and
you have concerns as your child reaches
the age of three or four there are some
behaviours you can watch for including
speech and language issues, non-verbal
communication issues, inflexibility,
difficulty adapting to change, obsessive
behaviour and self-stimulatory behavior.
10

Causes of Signs of Autism
There are many factors believed to
contribute to the risk of children having
Autism including:
• Fragile X, an inherited intellectual
disability illness, is the number one
known cause of autism. 15-30% of
children with Fragile X have autism
and 2-6% of autistic children have been
diagnosed with Fragile X.
• Environmental influences such as
household chemicals, older parents,
infections or poor nutrition during
pregnancy have been considered
environmental factors that can
contribute to a child showing signs of
autism.
• Studies have shown that 7.5 in 1,000
children born with less than two years
between siblings showed signs of autism
compared to 2.5 in 1,000 children born
more than three years apart.
• Premature babies born before 33 weeks
are twice as likely to show symptoms of
autism as those who are taken to full
term.
• Signs of autism were discovered in
premature girls more frequently than
boys.
UNITY MAGAZINE
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• Vaccinations were believed to cause
autism. However, the doctor who
led the study was later shown to have
falsified his findings.

Signs of Autism and Teens
As your child reaches puberty they will be
faced with new challenges. There are many
books to help them address issues such as
hygiene, sexuality and new dynamics of
socializing including dating that will help
them to navigate the very overwhelming
world of teen life. They will also need
special attention to help guide them into
adulthood and helping them build their
self-esteem as well as to have confidence
in their talents will help them make the
best decisions for life.
Autism is a complex developmental
disability that affects a person’s social
and communication skills.The earlier
you can identify signs of autism the
better it will be for your child. There are
many factors believed to contribute to
the risk of children having Autism. For
further information you will find more
details at signsofautism.org. [http://
signsofautism.org/] 
ARTICLE SOURCE: HTTP://EZINEARTICLES.
COM/EXPERT/GAYLE_M_MCLEOD/1610343

AUTOMOTIVE

DO I NEED A NEW MUFFLER?
BY RICH VERBRUGGE

I

t’s not difficult to know if your muffler needs replacement,
generally your car will be louder than normal. Mufflers are not
repairable, they wear out, rust out or sustain damage and
replacement is your only alternative.

Choosing a muffler
Generally speaking, car mufflers usually don’t go out while the vehicle
is still under warranty. They last quite a bit longer. When it does come
time to replace your muffler you have many choices. You can take
your car to the new car dealer to get the exact replacement part for
your vehicle, but be prepared to pay more than you would at a muffler
specialty shop or a general auto repair shop.
There are also a wide variety of brands of mufflers, some are engineered
to let the engine breath better giving you a boost in horsepower.
Consult with the repair shop performing the repair to see which
mufflers are available for your specific vehicle. Keep in mind, the
muffler is part of the emissions system, you don’t want to void your
factory warranty or do anything to keep your vehicle from passing a
smog check or emissions testing in the future.

Catalytic Converters
The catalytic converter is an integral component of your exhaust
system. Its function is to convert toxic gases into less toxic gases before
emitting them from your exhaust pipe.
Catalytic converters do fail. One of the most common failures is
clogging. When the converter becomes clogged, you may find that
your vehicle does not accelerate as well. If the fuel system cannot
release burned fuel, it cannot take in as much fuel to burn.
If the converter rusts, you will also have a noisier exhaust system
and may smell fumes in the car’s interior. The converter is normally
located just under the divider behind the front seats.
Don’t try to diagnose a bad catalytic converter. Most often your car
will have drivability problems that lead to diagnosis of a bad converter.
Many times you will find out when your vehicle does not pass
emissions testing or an annual smog check.

KEVIN HALSEY, OWNER OF LIBERTY MUFFLER & BRAKE
located at 630 Chicago Dr. Jenison, MI 49428

Muffler repair components
Pipes leading to a muffler, from your catalytic converter often rust
out and need replacement. Tailpipes will sometimes rust the muffler
connection. Hangers also break. If your exhaust system is lower than
normal, or dragging under your vehicle, you probably need new
hangers. This is usually a low cost repair, but should be performed
quickly. Dragging exhaust system components will damage them. The
metal can also produce sparks that might start a fire.
You can extend the life of your exhaust system by ensuring that you
drive far enough during wet or cold weather to heat up and dry the
exhaust system. If you only drive a few miles every day your exhaust
components may actually wear out quickly. When you first start your
vehicle in cold or wet weather, moisture forms inside the pipes. If the
moisture is not removed by heating the exhaust system, the pipes will
rust prematurely. 
ARTICLE SOURCE: TTP://EZINEARTICLES.COM/EXPERT/RICH_VERBRUGGE/2139673
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SPORTS

FALL DOWN, GO BOOM? ARE ANKLE
SPRAINS A RITE OF SPRING?
BY DR. MARYBETH CRANE

D

ays are getting longer and the
weather is getting warmer. Spring
has sprung in many parts of the
country. Say goodbye to old man winter
and start thinking spring sports. The
soccer, baseball and lacrosse leagues are
having their first games; the high-school
track team is gearing up for competition,
and The Leukemia Society’s Team-inTraining groups are just starting to
increase their mileage aiming for an early
summer marathon finish. Spring is in the
air, and our old friend the ankle sprain is
starting to show up more frequently in
the office. Basketball and volleyball
seasons are always the main producer of
this injury; but you would probably be
surprised how many ankle sprains occur
in outdoor sports like soccer, baseball,
lacrosse and of course track and field.
Ankle sprains have been reported to be
approximately 20% of all sports injuries
with more than 25,000 occurring every
day in the United States.
Uneven, wet fields coupled with early
season fatigue and competitive fullcontact intensity equal injuries. The
ankle is the joint that compensates for
uneven surfaces. Failure to compensate
for uneven footing causes many sprains,
which account for 85% of ankle injuries.
Jumping, cutting, and pivoting put the
ankle at risk. Inadequate rehabilitation of
an injury places many athletes at further
risk by decreasing their inherent adaptive
ability to uneven surfaces or sudden
changes in direction. The use of narrow
cleats with minimal arch support or the
use of running shoes for a court sport
can also place an athlete at risk for ankle
sprains.
Ankle sprains occur in runners mainly
because they are chatting away as they

12

are on a long run and are simply not
paying attention. How often do you see
a runner fall just because they fell of the
curb or in a hole while running? Lots...
Pay attention to where you are going and
you can prevent this type of injury. If you
know you are a klutz, run on an even
surface, like a track, when you are tired
or distracted.
If you have an ankle sprain, you should be
evaluated by a sports medicine podiatric
foot and ankle surgeon if you have
localized pain, swelling and bruising, as
well as inability to walk more than 5-7
steps comfortably. Many a foot fracture
has been missed in the emergency room
when x-rays were taken only of the
ankle and not the foot. The foot should
also be evaluated due to the number of
undiagnosed fifth metatarsal fractures
that occur with many ankle sprains. In
severe ankle sprains, an MRI is needed
to evaluate the grade of the injury. This
is really what decides whether surgery is
needed for full recovery.
The severity of an injury and proper
treatment can only be determined by
your doctor. Initial treatment always
UNITY MAGAZINE
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includes “R-I-C-E” therapy — Rest, Ice,
Compression, and Elevation. NSAID’s
(non-steroidal anti-inflammatories) are
often utilized to decrease pain and edema.
Bracing or casting coupled with nonweightbearing on crutches may be needed
in more severe injuries to rest and stabilize
the ankle while it heals. Stabilizing the
joint and pain-free full range of motion
(ROM) is the goal. Surgery is only
recommended in Grade 3 severe injuries
in athletes or in those patients who have
had multiple ankle sprains and suffer
from chronic ankle instability. Long-term
ankle instability can often be avoided with
an aggressive physical therapy program.
Bracing should only be used in the shortterm during rehabilitation because longterm bracing actually causes atrophy and
decreased ROM.
Physical therapy is needed for all ankle
sprains. The goals of physical therapy
should be to regain full ROM, strength
and proprioception (where your brain
thinks your ankle is in space). Regaining
strength in the peroneal tendons as
well as overall balance training are the
keys to successful rehabilitation of an
ankle sprain. A maintenance program
of ankle strengthening, stretching,
and proprioception exercises helps to
decrease the risk of future ankle sprains,
particularly in individuals with a history
of multiple ankle sprains or of chronic
instability.
Bottom line: if you happen to fall
down and go “Boom”, have your ankle
sprain evaluated by a podiatric foot
and ankle surgeon. Delaying treatment
and rehabilitation can lead to life-long
instability. 
ARTICLE SOURCE: HTTP://EZINEARTICLES.COM/
EXPERT/DR_MARYBETH_CRANE/185648
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FINANCE

THE SMARTEST WAYS YOU CAN
INVEST YOUR MONEY
BY MANOJ RANA

E

veryone should think about the
answers to those questions, because
there comes a time when money will
be needed and some people will realize
that their savings aren’t enough to cover
the expenses.

The 401(k) saving plan is very useful
for putting money aside for retirement;
however, not everyone is eligible for this
plan. If that is your case, then make sure
to open your own saving plan. The earlier
you start saving, the more likely you will
be to cover enough of your daily needs
of your retirement life, as well as extra
expenses.

There are three things to invest in.

Health Insurance
Health insurance is the most important
one. You never know what the future
holds when it comes to health. You can try
to live a healthy lifestyle, but sometimes
viruses, bacteria or other problems may
cause problems that may require urgent
treatment or medication.
Don’t let health problems catch you
unprepared. Pay your health insurance
and have all your medical expenses
covered. Good health allows you to work
at maximum efficiency, allowing you to
earn enough to save even more.

Profitable Assets
If you wish to start a business or invest
into other businesses in order to gain
more profit, make sure that what you
invest in is a good long-term investment.
Investing in the right assets will allow for
more savings for future needs. Your first
option is to observe which businesses are
the most successful and have the least
competition. These types of businesses are
worth investing in or getting involved in.
Your second option is to find a business
that comes up with something original
and buy it. This is how some companies
acquire rights to video games or other
software for example. Alternatively, if
you have an idea for starting an original
14

Save efficiently.
Avoid impulse buying. If something isn’t
needed and brings zero profit, it is a waste
of money.
business or creating an original product,
try to deliver the best quality by using the
cheapest tools that will do the job.

Retirement
You have to think of the future, when
you will be old and possibly unable to
work. Or maybe you wish to relax and
no longer work for the rest of your life
once you retire. Saving up when you are
young and capable of working is highly
recommended.

The Traveling Notary

Do not rely on fast foods and restaurants.
Instead, cook your food at home to save
money. Leave restaurants for special
occasions.
If you have vices like smoking or alcohol,
either quit them or reduce their use as
much as you can. You would be surprised
how much money you could save per
month if you take these expenses out of
the plan.
ARTICLE SOURCE: HTTP://EZINEARTICLES.COM/
EXPERT/MANOJ_RANA/1748808
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ADVERTISEMENT
And ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. John 8:32 KJV
Your Genealogy starts with Noah and his wife, and they had three sons, Shem, Ham and
Japheth, and each had a wife. After the flood, they were the only ones saved and they
repopulated the entire Earth. Therefore, one third of us are brothers and sisters, and the
other two thirds are cousins (read Genesis 5:1-32). This is why, “We must learn to live
together as brothers and sisters in Christ or perish together as fools; but when we lose
the right to be different, we lose the privilege to be free.”
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You or your organization can help students go to college by partnering with Operation Resources, Inc.
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‘My Spirit shall not strive with man forever, for he is indeed flesh; yet his days shall be one hundred and twenty years.”

GENESIS 6:3 NKJV

God saw the evil in the hearts of Adam’s descendants and was going to destroy the world with a great flood. But
because Noah loved God, He told him to build an ark to save his family. The Earth was destroyed and only Noah,
his wife, their three sons, and their wives were spared. Noah’s descendants eventually repopulated the entire
Earth. Every person today came from those eight. We are all one race, the human race!
GENESIS CHAPTER 9-11
After many generations, Noah’s descendants wanted to make a name for themselves and began to build a tower to reach
the heavens. God grew furious and scattered the human race over the Earth to Europe, Asia, North and South America and
Australia. As a result of this diaspora, a multitude of nationalities, cultures, and languages developed.
Today, many nationalities and cultures make up our nation, the United States of America. If we of this great nation can put
aside our differences and work together, we will be able to overcome any obstacle and meet any challenge. Only then can
we finally unite and spread peace and prosperity throughout the world as one race, the HUMAN RACE. Let us start with
displaying our logo of “United, We Make America” to show people our strength and unity.
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LOOK

At our magazine and see that there are NO advertisements from: Banks, Colleges,
Universities, Credit Unions Health Stores, Law Enforcement, Department Stores,
Furniture Stores, Pharmacies, Utility Companies etc.
Minority radio, television, newspapers and magazines now reach 72 MILLION people
in the United States, and spend 4 TRILLION DOLLARS a year. The news media is
very important to The Minority Community, especially African Americans. A community
is handicapped, if it is not informed, of area events, job opportunities, sales and discount
prices.
Ever since Affirmative Action has been eliminated, Minority magazines and newspapers
have declined. NOW minorities, especially African Americans have become aware of
the discrimination of businesses when they spend their money.
The Minority consumers need to understand the importance of getting the best price
and service for their dollar. They should start asking the owner, manager or franchisee
of the businesses that they frequent, if they advertise on/in Minority owned print media.
Did you know that 87.6% of readers who read Black newspapers and magazines hardly
ever read mainstream daily papers?
All businesses are supported by the almighty dollar, which is spent by Minority people
also.
We are asking all advertisers to be fair, and think about all the Minority groups of people
who support your business. If 20% of Minorities spend their dollars with you, then
spend 20% of your Advertising dollars in Minority print media.
This is another reason why the Supreme Court of the United States should uphold
Affirmative Action. Think, and look around and see how you are affected. If there is no
change, don’t spend your money with this business. Minorities deserve to be included
in everything that America does every day. NOT JUST every FOUR( 4) years at

election time.

